BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS MEETING
MINUTES

DATE: 03-21-05

TIME: 10:20 A.M.

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: David Bowen, Alan Crankovich, Perry Huston

DEPARTMENT: Prosecutor

DEPARTMENT HEAD: Greg Zempel

OTHERS PRESENT: Paul Bennett

TOPIC: 1. Merit Increase
        2. Change in Classification
        3. Suncadia Agreement.

DISCUSSION:

1. Mr. Zempel went over Mr. Mitchell’s Employee Evaluation. Mr. Mitchell received an Above Average and should receive a 4% merit increase as per policy.

2. Mr. Zempel went over Lisa Larabee’s position and is proposing combining the Sexual Assault position with the Victim Witness position. The position would go from 60% to full time. The new base wage was calculated by taking 60% of the employee’s current hourly wage and adding it to the hourly wage 3% above the base of the Victim Witness Assistant.

3. Mr. Zempel went over a draft agreement that he is going to present to Suncadia for funding a civil deputy due to the work load that is being created with the plats that are coming in for Suncadia. Once it has been approved and signed by the representatives from Suncadia it will be placed on the Boards.

APPROVED
4-5-05
agenda for approval. Commissioner Huston also gave Mr. Zempel some other revenue lines that maybe available to fund a deputy.

| ACTION | 1. Approved.  
|        | 2. Approved.  
|        | 3. No Action. |